
SHE4SEA



Objectives: 

The She4Sea project was created in 2016 with the aim of giving visibility to women wor-
king in the maritime sector, since they are underrepresented in this environment. In fact, 
only 2% of maritime workers are women. This can be explained by the lack of attractive-
ness of the professions, considered physically difficult, but the fact that they are not pro-
moted among young people also contributes to their lack of interest. However, the field is 
made up of diverse sectors, all rich in opportunities: fishing, marine biology, biotechnolo-
gy, oceanic creative industries ... 

Launch: https://atlanticcities.eu/es/archives/14665

She4Sea aims to make more visible and to promote the work and way of life of the mari-
time sector among young people, especially girls. Since only 2% of people working in the 
maritime field are women, it is an opportunity to encourage girls and women to pursue 
a blue professional career.

Highlighting women of the sea, sharing their stories and exposing the problems they face 
can help European policies to reduce inequalities and give them the opportunity to work 
in better conditions. Men are also invited to propose solutions and share their observa-
tions from the sector.



Other objectives: 

• Offer the history of authentic European citizens, strengthening the link between the spectator 
and the interviewees/speakers, giving EU maritime policy a human voice.

• Explain career opportunities and develop an interest in blue employment, changing preju-
dices.

• Identify and implement gateways between professions
• Increase awareness of ocean conservation and make the sea a topic education key.
• Gather good practices and experts/studies.

Methodology:

The She4sea project has no European funding. The Atlantic Cities Secretariat coordinates the 
actions of interested member cities, offers logistical and technical support, and identifies oppor-
tunities for development or cooperation with other initiatives. 

The methodological bases are the following:
a) Visibility and models: positive images
b) Communication: messages in all types of media
c) Training: education as an empowerment tool.
d) Creativity
e) Community, inclusion and association.
f) Start at an early age
g) encourage research that provides indicators
h) Move from politics to people: touch the real
i) Learn from other disciplines (for example, women in 
technology)
j) Where are the men? Their contribution is also important.

Activities: 

The project promotes women workers in the maritime sector, interviewing and asking them 
about their work, their vocation and their projects. She4Sea also relies on dissemination in social 
networks, seminars and individual contacts.

Interviews: 

More than 15 women answered our questions and shared their experience, linking the project 
with the problems of gender equality or salary equality that are increasingly more important for 
everyone (especially for young people). The interviews include several videos. 

Blog: https://arcatl.blogactiv.eu/tag/she4sea/

With this project, many more women can be interviewed and share their knowledge and expe-
riences. With the growth of the maritime economy in the EU, the sector will gain more visibility; 
This project is intended to expand and become a reference.



Since it aims to interview women from different countries, the main language is English, but in-
terviewees can answer in their own language. The transnational aspect should not be forgotten 
since the objective is to give visibility to the women of the sea in the Atlantic Arc.

The fact that all interviews are available on the blog (Euractiv) makes it easy to access. In addi-
tion, the format is quite simple, with image and text brief but efficient, making it an attractive 
and interesting article for all citizens. Also, this type of campaign is really easy to export, since 
it does not require many materials and has no restrictions at all. The interviews show a real 
point of view on maritime work and the testimony of these women is absolutely honest.

Training: 

The agglomeration of La Rochelle, vice president of the Atlantic Cities network, launched in 
2018 a small pilot project to promote studies at the Maritime High School.

During 2020,  there’s ongoing work in Brest in collaboration with the La Touline association that 
deals with continuous training in the maritime sector. The objective is to develop a non-formal 
action in the management of maritime company. 



Seminarios: 

Four international seminars were held between 2017 and 2019: Glasgow (in the framework of the 
European Atlantic Forum), Santiago de Compostela (within the framework of the first internatio-
nal conference on Women and fisheries), Brest (at the Sea Tech Week convention) and
Lorient (in the ITECHMER room). In preparation for 2020, in Brest, a new edition of the Sea Tech.
In Rennes a local presentation was made with We Ker, the local agency in charge of youth em-
ployment. The agglomeration of La Rochelle also organized a local seminar of information.

Lobby: 
Project issues and actions have been shared with representatives of the Atlantic Member States 
in the Atlantic Strategy Group and the Monitoring Committee of the Atlantic Area Programme 
has been informed. Representatives of the European Commission (DG Regio, DG Mare, etc.), the 
European Parliament or the Committee of the Regions are also members of these groups. 

At the regional level, we collaborate with the region of Brittany at the political and technical level. 

On March 8, 2019, several organizations that work on the topic of women and sea issued a com-
mon letter, demonstrating that they are in the same boat and working together for a blue future 
for European women. 

She4Sea also forges relationships with international water sport competitions, like the Atlantic 
Nautical Games.

Analysis: 
In 2019, the She4Sea project was the topic of a master dissertation called « Cómo incluir la pers-
pectiva de género en la atracción de talento : el caso de She4Sea »(in English: «How to include the 
gender perspective in the attraction of talent: the She4sea case), analyzing the sector, the challen-
ges and the relevance of the action. It was presented before a jury, obtaining a score of 19 out of 
20. 



Conclusions: 
In addition to the objective of sustainable development 5 (gender equality), She4Sea contri-
butes to SDG 6, sustainable management of water for all; 12, responsible consumption and 
production; 13, Climate Action and 14, Life Below Water.
«Losing the fear of the sea» means reaching an agreement with 2/3 of our planet. The project is 
based on the ocean as a source of employment and development, but also as human responsi-
bility.
Knowing the implications of our consumption on the oceans is essential to modify and control 
our attitudes. Similarly, the oceans are the basis of the effects of Climate change and it is essen-
tial that everyone feels involved. 
An important participation of women in the maritime economy, from fishing to scientific re-
search will allow new approaches to the conservation and preservation of aquatic life.
She4Sea is an opportunity to raise awareness about the marine economy, giving a better picture 
of the coast and its importance. It is also an opportunity to learn about the protection of the 
seabed and the coast and to increase our knowledge about the ocean.

How to take part
Interested member cities should contact the Atlantic Cities Secretariat, stipulating their interest 
in participating or promoting the activities of the project and/or their availability to promote or 
execute other actions that contribute to its purposes.
For example:
- Suggest profiles for interviews
- Organize a seminar or training action
- Identify research documents or experts
- Propose as a partner or leader for a European project
- Spread the project blog
- Contribute with other ideas



Sources: 

https://atlanticstrategy.eu/sites/default/files/images/She4Sea_Guirao%20Espineira.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=libxLrziiCs
https://www.agglo-larochelle.fr/-/she4sea-la-communaute-d-agglomeration-et-la-mixite
https://www.seatosea.fr/fr/actualite/actualites-maritimes/17/28/actu-104864/
https://www.ouest-france.fr/l-europe-pres-de-chez-vous/demandez-vous-plutot-ce-qu-il-se-
passerait-sans-europe-6014412
https://civiclab.bzh/2019/07/07/interview-tamara-espineira-secretaire-generale-de-villes-atlan-
tiques/
https://thefishsite.com/articles/seafood-sector-urged-to-commit-to-gender-equality
https://www.seatechweek.eu/News-750-120-0-0.html
https://atlanticstrategy.eu/sites/default/files/images/w1b_sheforsea.pdf


